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a b s t r a c t 

We present a simplified method using geographic analysis tools to predict the average artificial luminance 

over the hemisphere of the night sky, expressed as a ratio to the natural condition. The VIIRS Day/Night 

Band upward radiance data from the Suomi NPP orbiting satellite was used for input to the model. The 

method is based upon a relation between sky glow brightness and the distance from the observer to the 

source of upward radiance. This relationship was developed using a Garstang radiative transfer model 

with Day/Night Band data as input, then refined and calibrated with ground-based all-sky V-band photo- 

metric data taken under cloudless and low atmospheric aerosol conditions. An excellent correlation was 

found between observed sky quality and the predicted values from the remotely sensed data. Thematic 

maps of large regions of the earth showing predicted artificial V-band sky brightness may be quickly gen- 

erated with modest computing resources. We have found a fast and accurate method based on previous 

work to model all-sky quality. We provide limitations to this method. The proposed model meets require- 

ments needed by decision makers and land managers of an easy to interpret and understand metric of 

sky quality. 
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. Introduction and previous work 

Sky glow from escaped anthropogenic light degrades visual

ight sky quality. Sky glow results from reflection and scattering

f stray light by molecules and aerosols in the atmosphere. Mea-

urements and models of this phenomenon are useful in evaluat-

ng the effect of sky glow on the visual nightscape. This paper de-

elops a method to predict sky glow luminance using Geographic

nformation System (GIS) analysis applied to readily available re-

otely sensed upward radiance measures. The result, distance-

eighted neighborhood sums of upward radiance around each ob-

ervation point, have been calibrated with contemporaneous sky

rightness measurements of artificial sky glow. The model works

est in protected areas distant from major cities and other artificial

ight sources. It provides an accessible tool to evaluate the amount

f sky glow and the quality of the night sky on large landscape

cales. The U. S. National Park Service has participated in the de-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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elopment of this tool to advance conservation of scenic resources

nd the quality of visitor experience. 

.1. Measurements of artificial sky glow 

Astronomical observations of background night sky brightness

rom large observatory telescopes provide one measure of night

ky quality. These observations are nearly always of an area near

he zenith or the darkest part of the night sky, e.g. [1,2] . Zenith

ky brightness has also been measured by citizen science projects

nd researchers using low cost devices such as the Unihedron SQM

nd SQM-L. [3–5] . Zenith sky brightness, or zenith luminance (ZL),

s important to astronomical observations and is an informative in-

icator of sky quality in moderate to severely light polluted areas.

he U.S. National Park Service (NPS) and natural resource managers

haracterize the condition of the entire night sky using average sky

uminance (or ASL) [7] . This is a more sensitive measure of sky

low because light domes are more intense near the horizon than

ear the zenith. It is a more relevant measure of sky quality be-

ause wildlife and park visitors are more likely to have the horizon

n view than the zenith. 
se. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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Accurate measurements of artificial sky glow in areas distant

from the sources, may only be obtained when the natural light

from the night sky is removed from luminance observations, since

the observed sky brightness is the combination of artificial and

natural sources. For this reason the NPS developed a method of

pixel-by-pixel subtraction of a natural sky model from photomet-

rically calibrated all sky image mosaics [6] . A similar method has

been used to improve zenith brightness measures with the SQM-L

[7] . Values of 171 μcd m 

−2 and 250 μcd m 

−2 have been proposed

as the reference conditions for ZL and ASL, respectively, in the ab-

sence of artificial sky glow [8] . These values provide a baseline

level for expressing the scale of sky glow. For many audiences, the

condition of the night sky is more expressively rendered in terms

of a unitless ratio to natural conditions. The ratio indicators uti-

lized in this paper are termed all-sky average light pollution ratio

(ALR) and zenith light pollution ratio (ZLR). Numeric indicators of

artificial sky brightness were discussed in detail by Duriscoe [8] ,

including their derivation from all sky photometric measurements

and application to night sky quality assessments. 

To summarize the important sky brightness measures used in

this paper, for the hemisphere of sky with azimuth angle ϕ, zenith

angle z , and punctual luminance B ϕ,z in μcd m 

−2 
: zenith lumi-

nance: 

ZL = B ϕ, 0 (1)

anthropogenic zenith luminance: 

Z L a = Z L − Z L n (2)

where ZL n = natural sky background brightness at zenith, reference

condition set to 171 μcd m 

−2 zenith light pollution ratio: 

ZLR = Z L a / 171 (3)

average sky luminance: 

ASL = 

1 

2 π

∫ π/ 2 

0 

∫ 2 π

0 

B ϕ,z sin ( z ) d ϕ d z (4)

anthropogenic average sky luminance: 

AS L a = 

1 

2 π

∫ π/ 2 

0 

∫ 2 π

0 
( B − B n ) ϕ,z sin ( z ) d ϕ d z (5)

where B n = natural sky background brightness at φ, z 

With the reference condition for the all-sky average set to 250

μcd m 

−2 , all-sky light pollution ratio: 

ALR = AS L a / 250 (6)

It should be noted that the authors know of no observations

of night sky brightness that are reported in the ALR metric other

than those measured by the NPS camera system. The highly spe-

cialized nature of the equipment and its deployment, natural sky

model construction, and pixel-by-pixel subtraction technique over

the hemisphere severely limit its use. However, these methods are

required to tease out the artificial component of sky glow at sites

in protected areas remote from the sources, where ALR values be-

low 0.5 are typically observed and create a significant impact [9] . 

This work is concerned with artificial sky luminance. Illumi-

nance of the landscape will result from this form of light pollu-

tion. ASL and ALR are directly related to scalar illuminance, and

the products resulting from this work may be interpreted as such.

However, horizontal and vertical illuminance from sky glow are not

considered. 

1.2. Models of artificial night sky brightness 

1.2.1. Empirical models 

A simplified model of the propagation and scattering of light

in the atmosphere was developed by Treanor [10] , expanded by
erry [11] , and translated into a computer model by Pike [12] in

he 1970 s. These models utilized human population as a surrogate

or the amount of escaped outdoor light produced by a city. They

lso included the distance from the observer to the city and a mea-

ure of the aerosol content of the air as input parameters. In the

ate 1970 ′ s, Walker [13] developed a brightness/distance relation-

hip from a source of fixed escaped light from observations of sky

rightness at progressively greater distances from the same city. A

imple function where the distance is raised to power −2.5 was

ound to fit the data, the relationship is known as "Walker’s Law."

his relationship was expanded by Albers and Duriscoe [14] who

erived a constant to convert from population to predicted artifi-

ial sky brightness for cities. Netzel and Netzel [15] used high res-

lution daytime satellite imagery classified as "percent of built up

rea" as a surrogate for escaped artificial light and Berry’s empiri-

al model to produce an estimate of sky brightness at zenith over

he country of Poland at 100 m resolution with modest computer

esources using GIS tools. The model was calibrated with observa-

ional sky brightness data from 65 sites. These empirical models

aved the way to constructing landscape scale models of the sky

rightness at zenith. 

.2.2. Physical models 

A complex physical model of atmospheric scattering of light

rom ground based sources was described by Garstang [16–18] . The

odel predicts the punctual sky brightness as seen by an observer

n earth at any given point in the sky from any number of sources.

arstang’s radiative transfer model was adapted to produce the

rst World Atlas of Artificial Night Sky Brightness in 2001 by Cin-

ano et al. [19] . Covering most of the land area of earth and using

pward radiance data derived from DMSP-OLS satellite imagery as

nput [20] , the atlas is the pioneering landscape-scale assessment

f night sky quality based upon a physical model. The New World

tlas of Artificial Night Sky Brightness [7] utilized VIIRS Day/Night

and upward radiance data [21] from 2014. The atlas used an en-

anced version of the Garstang model [22] was calibrated to thou-

ands of ground based observations over a several year period.

oth atlases expressed artificial sky brightness as a ratio to a natu-

al background condition set at 251 μcd/m 

2 and 174 μcd/m 

2 in the

first" and "new" editions, respectively. Both required substantial

omputational resources and the assumption of a constant concen-

ration of aerosols over the entire earth. 

Physical models have been used to refine the Walker’s Law neg-

tive exponential zenith brightness/distance relationship. Garstang

redicts a variable exponent with distance, ranging from −1.9 to

4.5 at distances of 3 to 100 km, respectively, when earth curva-

ure was considered [17] . Cinzano and Falchi proposed a "general

alker’s Law" where B 0 is the night sky radiance near the source

nd d is the distance in km from the observer to the source: 

 = B 0 d 
−α (7)

nd predicted the value of the exponent α with distance (in km)

s an algebraic expression, yielding values between 2.3 and 3.0 for

he same distance range as above when the atmospheric clarity k

as set to 1.0 [22] . 

= 2 . 3 

(
1 + 

d 

10 0 0 

)
(8)

Artificial sky brightness over the hemisphere has also been

ddressed in modeling effort s, despite the additional computa-

ional resources required [22,23] . Luginbuhl, et al. [24] imple-

ented the Garstang model to predict sky brightness at a distance

rom a moderately large city using an accurate ground based out-

oor lighting inventory to define the characteristics of the sources.

uriscoe et al. [23] utilized upward radiance satellite data from

he VIIRS Day/Night band to identify artificial lighting location and
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mount in a similar study. Five cities for which ground based sky

rightness data were compared; the study demonstrated that mod-

led sky brightness over the entire sky closely matched the ob-

ervations when the remotely sensed upward radiance data were

roperly calibrated to the amount of luminous flux employed on

he ground. 

.3. A simplified model for landscape scale assessment and 

onitoring 

For rapid assessments over a wide geographic area, the upward

adiance monthly cloud-free composites from the VIIRS Day/Night

and sensor provide a readily available calibrated source of infor-

ation on escaped artificial light at night [25] . Data for the entire

arth from 2013 to present have been calibrated and prepared for

ublic dissemination, available at https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/

iirs/download _ dnb _ composites.html . A region of interest may be

elected and clipped out, and the grid of upward radiance data

ay be processed to produce a simplified model of all-sky lumi-

ance using an application of the brightness/distance relationship

escribed by previous researchers. By defining a radius of influence

or a given observing location, weighting each grid cell’s impor-

ance to the observer’s location according to a brightness/distance

unction, and integrating weighed measures within that radius, an

stimate of the amount of average anthropogenic sky glow visible

ver the hemisphere may be derived. 

For a given upward radiance r i above each location represented

y a raster cell, with the center of the cell’s distance from the ob-

erver d i , with n cells within a defined radius of influence, and

here the exponent α is dependent upon the distance d, a rela-

ionship to the ALR is defined: 

LR = c 

n ∑ 

i =1 

r i d i 
−α

(9) 

here c is a constant which calibrates the weighted sums of up-

ard radiance to the ground-based observations using the ALR

etric. 

This method involves certain assumptions (described in

ection 2.3 ) and is a semi-empirical approach. The computational

equirements to calculate Eq. (9) iteratively over millions of grid

ells in a GIS environment are modest; we sought a method, which

ould quickly produce a model of high confidence to be applied

ver a wide geographic area repeatedly over time, corresponding

o monthly releases or yearly averages of the remotely sensed ra-

iance data. 

. Methods 

.1. Analytical approach 

This study utilizes a brightness/distance relation verified by a

arstang model experiment and ground based observations, con-

emporaneous observations of upward radiance (from an orbiting

atellite) and observed artificial sky brightness (from the ground),

IS processing algorithms automated from available tools, and ac-

urate calibration to observed all-sky data representing the artifi-

ial sky glow only (ALR). The purpose and design of the research

re shown as a flowchart in Fig. 1 and summarized below along

ith reference to the section numbers where each item is de-

cribed. The work is divided into three separate tasks (A, B, and

) each with sequential steps leading to the product: 

A. Define the brightness/distance relationship for the ALR metric 

1. Utilize a modification of Cinzano and Falchi’s "general

Walker’s law" as the functional form to be fitted (§1.2.2). 
2. Conduct a Garstang modeling experiment over the entire

sky on a single city (Las Vegas) to predict the bright-

ness/distance relationship for ALR (§2.4, §3.1) 

3. Utilizing existing NPS data and directed field data collection

at measurement sites representing a variety of distances

from the Las Vegas city center to verify the modeled results

(§3.1). 

4. Examine the fit of the Garstang model results to the obser-

vations and adjust the function if necessary (§3.1). 

B. Test the validity of the ALR/distance relationship with directed

field observations in the southwestern United States 

1. Identify measurement sites outside of developed areas

(§2.2.1). 

2. Collect data only on nights of low aerosol conditions as near

local midnight as possible (§2.2.1) 

3. Extract summaries of VIIRS radiance data as a function of

distance using the function developed in task A for each of

the measurement sites, with monthly composites contem-

poraneous with field data collection (§2.2.2, §2.5). 

4. Examine the fit of observed ALR to the weighted sums of

upward radiance for each site and compute the calibration

constant using linear regression (§3.2). 

C. Produce tools to predict sky luminance metrics at points or

project them across landscapes (§2.5, §3.2, §4.2, §4.4). 

.2. Data sources 

.2.1. Sky brightness observations 

Observational data from 24 locations throughout the western

nited States were selected for model verification. Field data was

ollected with the U.S. National Park Service all-sky mosaicking

CD camera system [26] . Two directed data collection effort s were

onducted, one in January-March 2015 in the Los Angeles, Cali-

ornia area and one in May-June 2016 in the Las Vegas, Nevada

rea. Sites were selected involving a variety of distances from the

etropolitan areas. Data were obtained only on nights of high

tmospheric transparency, and locations completely surrounded 

y development were excluded, following the recommendation of

inzano and Falchi [22] . In addition, a selection of sites from the

ational Park Service database quite remote from large cities was

ncluded from locations in Arizona, Colorado, and Texas. The time

eriod of the observations encompassed the range September 2014

o February 2017. Table 1 lists each site, including the name, date,

eographic coordinates, observed average artificial sky luminance

ASL), and derived ALR and ZLR. 

.2.2. Upward radiance observations 

VIIRS Day/Night band monthly cloud-free composites generated

y Earth Observation Group, NOAA Centers for Environmental In-

ormation were used for upward radiance measurements. These

omposites are average Day/Night band radiances for observations

eemed cloud-free and collected under new moon conditions. For

his study the stray-light corrected composites were used, which

ives complete monthly coverage for the conterminous United

tates. In order to reduce possible differences between the re-

otely sensed upward radiance and ground based observations of

ky glow, the two collections should be as close to simultaneous as

ossible. We used the monthly cloud free composite corresponding

o the CCD camera measurements of sky brightness observations

n this work. Eleven different monthly cloud-free composites were

equired to pair with the CCD observations. 

Natural sources of upward luminance, primarily atmospheric

irglow, are variable and produce background "noise". This noise is

aptured in the VIIRS data and can vary between days and months

 Fig. 2 ). To adjust for this, the background value less than 0.5

Wcm 

−2 sr −1 was set to zero. With a reported instrument noise of

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_dnb_composites.html
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Fig. 1. Flowchart demonstrating the three main tasks included in this paper and the steps involved to creating the products. 

Table 1 

Sky brightness measurement sites, locations, average artificial all-sky luminance (ASL), all-sky light pollution ratio (ALR), and zenith 

light pollution ratio (ZLR), as measured by the V band NPS CCD camera. Sorted on ALR darkest to brightest sites. 

Site Date (UT) Longitude Latitude ASL (μcd m 

−2 ) ALR ZLR 

San Joaquin Ridge, California 17-Jul-2015 −119.0639 37.6800 38 0.15 < 0.10 

Ashurst Lake, Arizona 09-Jul-2016 −111.4309 35.0271 67 0.27 < 0.10 

Mesa Verde N P, Colorado 25-Sep-2014 −108.3674 37.2363 77 0.31 < 0.10 

Enchanted Rock S P, Texas 18-Aug-2015 −98.8240 30.5028 137 0.55 0.17 

Rocky Mountain N P, Colorado 13-Aug-2016 −105.7240 40.4143 195 0.78 0.14 

Cottonwood Cove Rd, Lake Mead N R A, Nevada 29-May-2016 −114.7902 35.4713 278 1.11 0.21 

Marine Corps Training Center, California 24-Feb-2017 −116.2557 34.3103 324 1.30 0.25 

Anza Borrego Desert S P, California 22-Mar-2015 −116.2892 33.1636 331 1.33 0.34 

Temple Bar Airstrip, Lake Mead N R A, Arizona 30-May-2016 −114.3353 36.0043 348 1.39 0.22 

Echo Bay Airstrip, Lake Mead N R A, Nevada 01-Jun-2016 −114.4693 36.3201 424 1.69 0.33 

Johnson Valley, California 18-Feb-2015 −116.6659 34.3859 442 1.77 0.64 

Puerta La Cruz Rd, California 18-Jan-2015 −116.6451 33.3402 577 2.31 0.40 

Lucerne Valley, California 18-Feb-2015 −117.0683 34.4 4 4 4 991 3.96 1.09 

Palomar Observatory, California 14-Feb-2015 −116.8602 33.3487 1,008 4.03 1.08 

El Mirage Dry Lake, California 18-Feb-2015 −117.5579 34.6353 1,499 6.00 1.78 

Ramona, California 14-Feb-2015 −116.8792 33.1235 1,593 6.37 1.99 

Tule Springs N M, Nevada 02-Jun-2016 −115.4154 36.4259 1,891 7.56 2.22 

Calville Bay Turnoff, Lake Mead N R A, Nevada 01-Jun-2016 −114.7528 36.1836 2,448 9.79 2.01 

Lake Elsinore, California 15-Feb-2015 −117.3632 33.6216 3,518 14.07 5.10 

Lakeview, California 16-Feb-2015 −117.1080 33.8285 3,603 14.41 6.03 

Government Wash, Lake Mead N R A, Nevada 01-Jun-2016 −114.8338 36.1517 3,990 15.96 4.96 

Canyon Lake, California 15-Feb-2015 −117.2692 33.7130 4,452 17.81 7.29 

San Gabriel N M, California 13-Feb-2013 −117.7591 34.2180 5,650 22.60 7.72 

Mt. Charleston Rd / Hwy 95 Jct., Nevada 02-Jun-2016 −115.3069 36.3277 6,960 27.84 10.35 
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Fig. 2. (a) stretched October 2016 monthly composite; (b) October 2016 monthly composite with background noise removed (pixels < 0.5 set to 0.0); (c) stretched November 

2016 monthly composite; and (d) November 2016 monthly composite with background noise removed (pixels < 0.5 set to 0.0). (For interpretation of the references to color 

in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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.1 nW cm 

−2 sr −1 , this value is consistent with the concept that a

ignal to noise ratio of at least 5 is required to verify a source of

pward radiance from the ground [27,28] . 

Fig. 2 a and c show that there is less background noise in

ovember than October, but clipping at 0.5 (Fig. b and d) success-

ully removes it in both cases revealing only the cities and towns.

lso, after clipping, the halos around bright cities (blue) are still

een representing the scattering of light by the atmosphere beyond

he light sources and the halo west of Los Angeles is larger in Oc-

ober than November indicating more scattering. 

The downloaded datasets are in geographic coordinate systems.

e re-projected to gnominic (for single observation points) or Al-

ers Equal Area (for creating maps of large regions) so each cell

s equally represented when upward radiance values are summed.

hen working with the distance and area calculations it is more

ccurate to work in the appropriate projection. 

.3. The neighborhood sum algorithm 

An application of the brightness-distance relationship for arti-

cial sky glow described by Eq. (9) is the fundamental basis of

he simplified model. Each grid cell in the upward radiance data

et within a certain radius of influence around an observing site

s assumed to contribute to the ALR additively according to this

elationship. A radius of influence around each observation point

as selected based upon theory, observations, and practicality. Cin-

ano and Falchi [22] suggest that distances up to 350 km should be

onsidered. Observations with an all-sky camera from high moun-
ain sites under low aerosol conditions reveal sky glow readily vis-

ble from large cities up to 300 km away (see Fig. 3 ). While rela-

ively bright, the observed light dome of Las Vegas as seen from

reat Basin National Park is quite small, and contributes less than

% of the natural background brightness to the all-sky average.

herefore, a premise is adopted that the exponent α in the bright-

ess/distance relationship is variable with varying distance from

he source. Thus, near the source becoming progressively more

egative as the distance is increased, and at greater distances, up

o 300 km, will be between 2 and 2.5. 

.4. Defining the brightness/distance function with a modeling 

xperiment 

An extended light source was constructed for a modeling ex-

eriment to determine the brightness/distance relationship for the

LR metric. This task builds upon the work of Duriscoe et al. [23] .

IIRS Day/Night band (DNB) upward radiance data for the Las Ve-

as Metro area from 2012 was used to determine the position (lat-

tude, longitude) and luminous flux of the source on the native

IIRS DNB pixel grid. A sky glow model developed by Garstang

16,18] and modified by Luginbuhl et al. [24] was used to predict

he sky luminance over the hemisphere at distances from the city

enter between 20 and 300 km. The input luminous flux to this

odel must be in lumens; the upward radiance values were con-

erted to estimated installed lumens in each grid cell using the

onversion 3698 lm W 

−1 sr [23] . Other model parameters, set as

escribed in the above reference, include the angular distribution
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Fig. 3. Portion of the all-sky brightness mosaic showing the light dome of Las Vegas, Nevada, metro area at azimuth 190 as seen from Great Basin National Park, 311 km 

distant. From this high vantage point a portion of the sky is below the level horizon (dashed gray line), and the appearance of the light dome may be influenced by 

atmospheric refraction. 
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examine the selected model. We found a confidence interval of ad- 
of upward emitted light as defined by Garstang [16] with a ground

reflection of 0.15 and direct uplight fraction of 0.10, and a block-

ing profile (blocking parameters Eb b = 0.3 and beta = 0.1) arising

from the blocking of light rays by objects in the near-ground en-

vironment as described by Luginbuhl et al. [29] . The aerosol con-

tent of the atmosphere was set using the Garstang K parameter

K = 0.35.This is a key assumption yet based on low atmospheric

aerosol conditions which are typical of the western United States.

Note this differs significantly from the use of K = 1.0 in the New

World Atlas [7] . 

For sites closer than 20 km the brightness/distance relation was

corrupted by the breakdown of the simple observation point – city

distance relation due to the extended nature of the city source.

Thus for distances of 20 km and less an alternative source consist-

ing of the same luminous flux as the extended model but located

at a single (Central) location was used. This point-source model

was confirmed to give the same values at distances greater than

20 km as the extended-source model based on the DNB image. 

Outputs from the model included predicted anthropogenic sky

brightness over the entire sky on a 2 ° grid, from which ASL and

ALR at each distance were computed. In this manner a bright-

ness/distance relationship was derived for ALR and ZLR. A curve

described as a function involving only distance d in km was fit to

the model output. 

2.5. GIS neighborhood analysis methods 

Two different methods for computing the brightness/distance

relationship in a spatial environment were developed. Both use

tools available in ESRI TM ArcGIS 10.x software. Both use raster

datasets created from DNB cloud-free composites. 

Method 1 utilizes the Euclidean Distance method to compute

the distance from a defined observing site to each cell in the raster.

It is appropriate when a collection of sites of interest and their ge-

ographic coordinates are available, providing a very rapid compu-

tation on a cell-by-cell basis. The DNB image is first clipped to in-

clude the region around the each observing site to at least 300 km

in all directions, then projected using the site’s coordinates as the

center of a gnomonic projection. The distortion introduced is max-

imum at the 300 km distance, and is less than 0.07% in radial dis-

tance. The surface of the earth is thus converted to a flat plane to

which Euclidean geometry may be applied without significant er-
or. After the distance to each cell is computed, it is raised to the

ower predicted by the brightness/distance relationship equation,

roducing a weighting factor for the radiance value of each cell.

aster multiplication (upward radiance x weighting factor) yields

he weighted radiance values, which are then summed over the

00 km radius circle around the observing site. 

Method 2 utilizes the Neighborhood Annulus method and sim-

lifies the calculations by assuming all cells within one ring around

n observing site are at the same distance from that site. It takes

 cloud-free VIIRS image that is clipped and projected into Albers

qual area conic projection for the area of interest. It then runs

 loop for the specified number of annulus rings away from each

ixel for estimated influence. We used 38 rings out to 300 km. The

econd data input for the model is a table with the weights for

ach ring calculated using the brightness/distance relationship and

he average radius of the ring. The sum of the upward radiance

alues of the cells within each ring is obtained and multiplied by

he weighting factor from the table. The raster datasets from all 38

ings are then summed to produce a map of weighted sums over

 region ( Fig. 4 ). 

The two methods model the ALR either for specific points (Eu-

lidean Distance) or for an area of interest (Neighborhood Annu-

us). The two methods were optimized for the desired results, a

able or a map layer. 

Note that in the Garstang model experiment, the upward radi-

nce values in the DNB grid were first converted to lumens on the

round using a calibration constant from previous work. The GIS

eighborhood analysis method does not, and the calibration con-

tant must be converted to ALR after the fact. A least squares linear

egression forced through the origin was used to correlate obser-

ations (considered the independent variable) of ALR with the sum

f weighted upward radiance values from the model algorithm (the

ependent variable) at the observation locations. After dividing the

odel output by the calibration constant (the slope of the regres-

ion line), predicted values in ALR are obtained. 

There were 24 field sites used for the least squared linear re-

ression. Although that is a sufficient number of samples, it was

ecided that a bootstrap technique was preformed to better under-

tand the model. The technique is a general approach to statistical

nference using the data at hand and resampling data to further
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Table 2 

Modeled average artificial sky brightness versus distance from Las Vegas, Nevada. Natural background values of 250 

and 171 μcd m 

−2 were used to calculate the ratios ALR and ZLR for all-sky and zenith, respectively. The ratio of the 

indicators ALR / ZLR is shown in the last column. 

Distance from Las Vegas (km) ASL (μcd m 

−2 ) ALR Zenith Luminance (μcd m 

−2 ) ZLR ALR/ZLR 

3 2.57 E + 06 1,027.46 9.42 E + 04 550.68 1.87 

5 1.22 E + 05 488.14 3.88 E + 04 226.63 2.15 

10 3.74 E + 04 149.52 9.62 E + 03 56.23 2.66 

20 9.74 E + 03 38.97 2.25 E + 03 13.16 2.96 

30 3.87 E + 03 15.36 8.56 E + 02 5.01 3.07 

40 1.81 E + 03 7.23 4.01 E + 02 2.35 3.08 

50 9.61 E + 02 3.84 2.07 E + 02 1.21 3.07 

60 5.48 E + 02 2.19 1.17 E + 02 0.68 3.02 

70 3.24 E + 02 1.30 7.03 E + 01 0.41 3.15 

80 2.00 E + 02 0.80 4.46 E + 01 0.26 3.07 

90 1.29 E + 02 0.52 2.95 E + 01 0.17 2.99 

100 8.56 E + 01 0.34 2.01 E + 01 0.12 2.91 

110 5.83 E + 01 0.23 1.41 E + 01 0.08 2.82 

120 4.07 E + 01 0.16 1.01 E + 01 0.06 2.75 

130 2.88 E + 01 0.12 7.38 E + 00 0.04 2.67 

140 2.07 E + 01 0.08 5.47 E + 00 0.03 2.59 

150 1.51 E + 01 0.06 4.11 E + 00 0.02 2.51 

160 1.10 E + 01 0.04 3.13 E + 00 0.02 2.41 

170 8.18 E + 00 0.03 2.41 E + 00 0.01 2.33 

180 6.08 E + 00 0.02 1.87 E + 00 0.01 2.23 

300 3.25 E + 00 0.00 1.34 E-01 0.00 1.66 

Fig. 4. The flowchart for the python script that creates the dataset (a TIFF image) of 

ALR values for the area of interest. The weights per annulus ring used the median 

distance for radius and Eq. 3 for exponent. 
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usted R squares from 0.9788 to 0.9982 verifying the validity of the

inear model. 

. Results 

.1. Prediction of brightness/distance relationship 

The results of the Garstang model calculations described in

ection 2.4 are shown in Table 2 . The table uses the values of 171

cd m 

−2 and 250 μcd m 

−2 as the reference conditions for zenith

nd average sky luminance in the absence of artificial sky glow. 

From the above model products, the Walker’s Law exponent

as derived using the formula: 

= −LO G d (ALR/i ) (10) 

The constant i is somewhat arbitrarily set, depending upon the

esired value of α at a given distance d . As a starting point, we

et the constant to produce α = 2.6 at d = 300 km. The suite of x, y
oints ( d, ALR ) derived in this manner was fit to a curve with an

lgebraic expression which is a modification of Eq. (8) , producing a

early exact fit to the modeled results. However, when the predic-

ions were compared to ground-based observations out to 311 km

rom Las Vegas city center, the sites more distant to the cities were

onsistently under-predicted by the model. We therefore iteratively

xplored further modifications to Eq. (8) to achieve the best fit, ul-

imately arriving at the following: 

= 2 . 3 

(
(d/ 350) 

0 . 28 
)

(11) 

The observed and predicted ALR for a wide range of distances

rom Las Vegas city center are shown in Fig. 5 , including the curve

efined by Eq. (11) . The modeled results were scaled to match the

bserved at d = 40 km. The range of the exponent - α determined

y Eq. (11) is from −0.45 at 1 km to −2.20 at 300 km. ALR obser-

ations at the more distant locations were derived from summing

uminance values on the all-sky CCD mosaic for the Las Vegas light

ome only, eliminating contamination from other cities (see Fig. 3 ).

It appears from Fig. 5 that the Garstang modeling experi-

ent significantly under-predicts the ALR at distances greater than

00 km from the city center. This may be because of any or all

f the following factors; the observations were taken under lower

erosol conditions than those set for the model, the direct escaped

ight from the city at angles close to the horizontal may be greater

han the parameters set for the model describe, or the model may

ave inherent flaws in predicting sky glow near the horizon. The

rightness/distance function selected attempts to match the obser-

ations at distance while maintaining the general form of the func-

ion for α described by Eq. (8) . 

.2. GIS model construction and calibration 

The expression for the Walker’s law exponent produces a

eighting of upward radiance from any cell in the DNB raster as

 function only the distance from the observer to that cell. Us-

ng the “Euclidean distance method”, weighted sums were com-

uted for each of the 24 observing sites from the contemporaneous

onthly cloud-free composites. A linear regression of observed vs.

redicted reveals an excellent correlation ( Fig. 6 ). The slope of the

ine, 562.72, is the calibration constant C in Eq. (9) which converts

he weighted sum to ALR. 
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Fig. 5. Plot of modeled and observed all sky light pollution ratio at distance from the Las Vegas, Nevada, metropolitan area. Note the logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 

Fig. 6. Correlation of the a linear regression of observed ALR vs. predicted weight sums of VIIRS radiance. 
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Using the “Neighborhood annulus method” described in

Section 2.5 , a thematic map of predicted ALR for the conterminous

United States was produced using multi-threading on an 8 core PC

in approximately one hour. A weighted sum raster over the region

is produced at a resolution of 450 m, divided by the calibration

constant, and 300 km from each edge is cropped out to eliminate

the buffer areas. A result using the October 2016 monthly compos-
te is shown in Fig. 8 (B) using a color map showing the ratio to

atural. Fig. 8 (A) shows the same region with predicted zenith sky

rightness from the New World Atlas of Artificial Sky Brightness

7] . 

Comparing the ALR model to the New World Atlas ( Fig. 7 B and

 A) the first impression is that the light pollution impacts are more

evere. This is to be expected when the entire sky is considered,
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the (A) predicted Zenith Sky Brightness reproduced from the New World Atlas of Artificial Sky Brightness and the (B) predicted All-Sky Luminance 

Ratio from the simplified model presented in this work over the conterminous United States. 
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ince artificial sky glow typically becomes progressively brighter

rom zenith to horizon. If one is looking for locations where only

he zenith is relatively unaffected, the New World Atlas will be a

etter source. However, it is possible to derive a ZLR/distance re-

ationship and utilize the neighborhood analysis to produce a ZLR

ap, if desired. The primary difficulty is differentiating the artifi-

ial component of zenith brightness from the natural background

n field observations using broadband photometry under low artifi-

ial sky glow conditions. The natural airglow is highly variable and

ifficult to model, leading to significant potential errors when it is

t its brightest [6] . A practical measurement lower limit is perhaps

0% above natural. In these circumstances, a physical model such

s the New World Atlas would provide a more accurate estimate.

ny other indicator of interest, with a higher “signal to background

oise,” such as horizontal illuminance or an average luminance

s  
ithin a specified area of the sky around the zenith, may similarly

e investigated. For protected areas, such as national parks, the en-

ire hemisphere of sky, represented by ALR, is the most unbiased

etric. 

. Discussion 

.1. Comparing light pollution ratios 

Hollan [30] emphasized the use of ratio of artificial to natural

onditions as a means of describing environmental impacts. The

world atlases” of artificial night sky brightness established the

enith artificial sky brightness ratio to natural (ZLR) as a popular

ndicator. The modeling experiment described in Section 2.4 and

ummarized in Section 3 predicts that the ALR is always higher
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Table 3 

Classes of visual sky quality, combined from U.S. National Park Service and New World Atlas of Artificial Sky Brightness, showing ranges 

for ALR and ZLR described in the text. NELM is "naked eye limiting magnitude," or the faintest detectable star for visual observers of the 

night sky. 

Sky Quality ALR ZLR NELM Bortle V band zenith sky New World Atlas 

Class Class brightness (mags arcsec −2 ) Visual Impact Class 

Good 0–0.33 0–0.1 6.8–7.6 1–3 > 21.90 Black, blue 

Moderate (threatened) 0.33–2.0 0.1–0.7 6.3–6.7 4 21.90–21.45 Green 

Poor (for sensitive protected areas) 2.0–10.0 0.7–4.0 6.2–5.7 5 21.45–20.50 Yellow 

Milky Way invisible > 10.0 > 4.0 < 5.7 6–9 < 20.50 Red, white 
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than the ZLR, by a factor of 1.58–3.27. Sky brightness measure-

ments have shown that ALR/ZLR is highest in the darkest locations,

and that the range is 2.0–6.0 (see Table 1 and [8] ). Thus the ALR

is a more sensitive indicator in darker locations, and has greater

applicability to an assessment of visual quality in protected areas. 

4.2. Interpreting the model output in terms of visual night sky 

quality 

For protected areas such as in many US national parks and

wilderness areas, a high standard of “naturalness” is expected,

especially in terms of visual quality or “scenery.” Moore et al.

[31] proposed standards for visual night sky quality for “higher

sensitivity parks” in terms of the ALR indicator, where < 0.33 is

good condition, 0.33–2.0 is moderate condition, and > 2.0 is poor

condition. They summarized these classes in terms of other com-

mon metrics of night sky quality and a narrative in a table, parts of

which are reproduced in Table 3 . We add an additional class, fol-

lowing the assessment of visual sky quality in the New World At-

las of Artificial Sky Brightness (Fig. 10 in [7] ). A separation is made

when the Milky Way becomes invisible at ZLR 4.0, corresponding

approximately to ALR 10.0. 

4.3. Limitations 

A simplified model necessarily carries with it a variety of as-

sumptions and limitations which may affect the accuracy of the

predictions. Deviations from assumed conditions of the spectral

power distribution of sources, ground reflectance, and aerosol con-

tent of the atmosphere are a few potential sources of error in the

model predictions. These are examined in the following sections. 

4.3.1. Spectral issues 

An implicit assumption of this model is that the spectral power

distribution (SPD) of all communities, that is, the mix of lamp

sources used within each community, is the same or similar. If this

assumption is violated, that is some particular community or light

source has a significantly different mix of lamp types and thus SPD

than the average, the measured and predicted sky brightness may

significantly deviate from the calibration. The spectral response of

the VIIRS DNB and National Park Service V band camera (NPS V )

are shown in Fig. 8 . The V-band response extends approximately

10 nm bluer than the DNB, but an even more dramatic difference

in the red and near infrared means that the DNB sensor will be

much more sensitive to red sources (e.g. incandescent sources, in-

cluding flames). Though the fact that CCD observations from two

different lar ge metropolitan areas, Los Angeles and Las Vegas, both

fell on the same regression line when compared with the DNB

weighted sums provides some reassurance that averages may not

range widely for large communities, the effect for smaller cities or

isolated sources may or may not be negligible. 

The propagation over long distances of light giving rise to ar-

tificial sky glow is also wavelength dependent. Just as the setting

sun looks redder than when overhead, distant light domes will be

progressively reddened. This implies that cities employing outdoor
ighting with a bluer SPD will measure dimmer in V band at dis-

ance than those using redder sources [32] . This limitation can also

een seen when street lights in a city changed from yellow/orange

sodium vapor) to white (LED), the radiance observed by the VI-

RS DNB decreases. This is due to the sensor’s lack of sensitivity to

ight in the bluer range of 400 to 500 nm. As high-pressure sodium

HPS) area lighting is replaced with a technology with a different

PD, namely white LED, this effect may lead to an under prediction

f ALR for sites remote from the sources. It is important to under-

tand that visual sky brightness to the dark-adapted eye, however,

emains bright even for bluer sources [32] . For a more in-depth

iscussion of spectral limitation see appendix A. 

.3.2. Inherent variation in DNB monthly composites 

An objective of the model is to track changes in sky quality over

ime resulting from changes in artificial upward radiance. How-

ver, it is possible that month to month changes in the DNB data

or a particular grid cell or source do not correspond to actual

n the ground changes in outdoor lighting amounts. There are a

umber of known and potential reasons for this, the most easily

ecognized one is a change in surface reflectance from a known

ause. Snow cover during winter months can dramatically change

he amount of upward radiance from outdoor lighting, and can

sually be identified and avoided. Surface reflectance changes from

ther causes are possible and may not be identifiable, including

egetative cover (including deciduous foliage) and changes in de-

elopments such as buildings and roads [33] . Anomalies may be

ntroduced by atmospheric scattering and near-field scattering in

he instrument; it was shown that for point sources such as ships

t sea the signal on the DNB image is described by a point spread

unction encompassing as many as 24 pixels [34] . This implies that

ggregating the data before analysis may produce more consistent

esults. The same study followed "static" sources including bridge

ights and a moderately large city and found significant variability

ver time, which they attributed to variations in lunar illumina-

ion, geo-location errors, and errors in stray light correction of the

nstrument. Some of these factors have been accounted for and re-

oved to produce the "VIIRS Nighttime Lights" or VNL DNB grid

25] . To date a yearly average for 2015 has been produced. In fu-

ure, the VNL grids may provide a more accurate source for track-

ng changes in artificial lighting and its effects over time, although

nly on a yearly basis. 

Possibly the most important and intractable issue is the in-

uence of atmospheric scattering and absorption. Several studies

ave investigated this, some with the objective of quantifying the

erosol concentration or optical depth over cities [35–37] . Without

 correction for the variation in transmissivity of the atmosphere

rom night to night or monthly average to monthly average, inher-

nt variations in upward radiance from stable light sources will be

bserved. 

Upward radiance from atmospheric scattering is also observed

y the DNB detector. This is particularly apparent when a large

ity or other bright source is adjacent to a water body or other

rea with no artificial sources. To our model, the scattered light is
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the spectral sensitivity of each of the two detectors used for ground based and remote observations of upward radiance and its effect upon visual sky 

glow. 

Fig. 9. High resolution map of the southwest U.S., showing predicted artificial sky brightness (ALR) and protected areas administered by the U.S. National Park Service. The 

bright turquoise and yellow bands identify two threshold values of ALR, 0.3 and 3.0, corresponding to good and poor night sky quality ( Table 3 ). (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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nterpreted as a source on the ground, and can lead to an over-

stimation of sky glow at sites near the city/water boundary. 

.3.3. Model parameters are fixed, the real world is variable 

The uplight function of the sources, the aerosol content of the

tmosphere, and terrain and local blocking are all highly variable

rom day to day or region to region. This model predicts a “worst

ase” in some ways because of the conditions of the field data col-

ection. Many of the calibration sites were deliberately picked to

e free of local blocking, on mountaintops, and in desert environ-

ents with sparse vegetation. They were also selected from nights
ith low aerosol content in the atmosphere. Under higher aerosol

oncentrations brighter sky conditions near the source and less

right distant from the source would be expected. If outdoor light-

ng sources are replaced with fixtures that are equipped with bet-

er shielding from direct uplight, artificial sky glow will decrease.

he use of a simple formula for the brightness distance relation-

hip allows a straightforward method for re-calibrating the model

o fit a variety of conditions, if necessary, by varying the numeric

onstants in Eq. (9) as conditions change. 
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4.4. Applications 

Early studies in light pollution were directed by the astrophys-

ical research community and mainly focused efforts on measure-

ments at the zenith. These were vital studies as the population

and outdoor lighting increased. The 1970 s research agenda was

not focused on the effects of light pollution in the nocturnal en-

vironment more broadly nor the ecosystems that are affected [25] .

As the effects of light pollution (artificial light at night) on human

health, as well as, its consequences on the flora and fauna are be-

ing identified, a broader understanding of the entire night sky is

needed. The applications of this modeling effort are essential for

easy interpretation of night skies, landscape assessment, manage-

ment decisions and tracking changes in artificial lighting at night. 

The interaction of the artificial light at night and its surround

environment are multifaceted and multidimensional. The physics

of light, spectral properties, and propagation through the atmo-

sphere are complex and yet not essential for decision makers or

application use. To address these needs we present the Simplified

All-sky Light pollution Ratio (SALR) model, which is based on phys-

ical properties and known conditions to calculate the ALR metric.

Thus, a metric that is sensitive, easily interpreted, and useable is

needed for scientist in other fields and ultimately decision makers

( Fig. 9 ). 

Now that the model of the ALR metric is developed and tested,

it can be applied to new data immediately. The base satellite data

are continuously collected and processed for the public use. There

is a benefit to the no cost and availability of these data when mod-

eling trends. As a time sequence of maps is assembled, trends in

these statistics will become available. 

5. Conclusions 

The use of an all-sky measure of anthropogenic sky glow pro-

vides a more realistic estimate of visual sky quality, and such mea-

sures are more appropriate to protected areas far from large cities

than zenith measurements only. The metric ALR is a deviation from

natural metric and as such provides resource managers a method

to evaluate the effects within a known framework. 

Natural resource managers are interested in the effectiveness of

current practices and the need for up-to-date monitoring is essen-

tial for adaptive management. Monthly cloud-free composites from

the VIIRS DNB may be effectively used to derive all-sky predictions

for cloud-free low aerosol conditions. Individual observing sites as

well as landscape scale patterns may be followed by generating

a series of predictions from each monthly cloud-free composite.

With these, it is possible to provide managers with timely metrics

for decisions about management practices. 

The ability to create timely modeled data is a strength of this

simplified model of all-sky light pollution ratios. This work com-

bines physical modeling, remote sensing, and ground-based pho-

tometry of night sky brightness to produce a high confidence semi-

empirical model. 
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